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1. INTRODUCTION

1 .1 PURPOSE OF REPORT

The purpose of this report is to analyse and describe conditions on site in
the study area and to make proposals to inform what actions the
municipality should take in order to solve the various problems.

1 .2 THE STUDY AREA

The study area is situated in the Mostert's Drift area of Stellenbosch. Die
Meulsloot in question forms part of the Eerste River hydrological system.

From west to east the study area is bounded by Van Riebeeck Street and
Brummer Park. The residential area of Mostert's Drift to the north with the
Denneoord College, Koloniesland residential development and the Eerste
River with the Stellenbosch University Sports grounds and Donie Craven
rugby Stadium to the south, see Figure 1.1 (Study Area).

The Meulsloot meanders for most of its course in a canal through land or
servitudes owned by the Stellenbosch Municipality. In many instances
adjoining residents have illegally extended their fences to the south or
lease sections of Die Meulsloot from the Stellenbosch Municipality.

1.3 BACKGROUND

In July 1999 Chittenden Nicks de Villiers were requested by Stellenbosch
Municipality's Chief Town Planner, Mr B de la Bat, to make proposals for
the upgrading of an open area in the Mostert's Drift Area of Stellenbosch
known as Die Meulsloot, see Figure 1.1 and 1.2.

Die Meulsloot is part of a network of historic watercourses that used to
serve a number of water mills in the early days of Stellenbosch's history.
This request arose through a need to identify suitable land uses for existing
open land adjoining Die Meulsloot.

There are a number of issues that the municipality has to address in
connection with the Die Meulsloot. They include:

Encroaching and fencing of public property by adjacent owners often
without permission;
Public nuisance and security problems arising from the limited
surveillance of the area along the path; and
Development applications by the University of Stellenbosch.

1.4 METHODOLOGY AND PROGRAM

The methodology followed in this project included the following tasks:

1.4.1 Analysis of the site, stream form, existing vegetation, focal points,
pedestrian crossings, etc.

1.4.2 literature review

1.4.3 land use of adjoining properties

1.4.4 Ownership

1.4.5 A progress report with conceptual plan detailing issues, concerns
and opportunities as well as a landscape master plan to be
presented to stakeholders to discuss findings, (this document).
Once this stage has been completed and council is satisfied with
the draft proposals a public meeting or meetings can be held with
stakeholders,
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1.4.6 Public participation meetings should be held with
i. Individual adjoining properly owners
ii. Koloniesland residents
iii. University of Stellenbosch
iv. General public

1 .4.7 The project will conclude with a final report containing
recommendations based on the above inputs.
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2. CONTEXT

2.1 SURROUNDING lAND USE 2.3 BETWEEN MOSTERT'S DRIFT AND THE OPEN SPACE
(UNIVERSITYSECTION)

Figure 2.1 shows the land use around the study area. Important features
include the tourist route to Lanzerac Estate and the river walk to the west,
and the study area's strategic location on the urban edge of the town.

Die Meulsloot can be divided into two distinct sections.

2.2 BETWEEN MOSTERT'S DRIFTAND KOLONIESlAND (MUNICIPAL
SECTION)

This section begins at the intersection of Jonkershoek and Van der Stel
Roads at the Denneoord College Hostel, see Figure 2.1. It then continues
downsfrecm between large properties in excess of 1500m2 in the Mostert's
6rift which take access off Rowan B6bd and a new township of 600m2

erven, Koloniesland, which is sandwiched between the river and Die
Meulsloot.

This section of Die Meulsloot is a proclaimed National Monument
although there is no plaque advertising this fact along the footpath, see
Figure 2.2

The University of Stellenbosch's cricket and hockey fields are found across
the river south of Koloniesland as part of the sportsfield complex anchored
by the Danie Craven rugby stadium.

The western section of Die Meulslootlies between Mostert's Drift and open
ground owned by the University of Stellenbosch, see Figure 2.1. As well as
being a pleasant open space in its own right, it offers spectacular views of
the surrounding mountains to the south and west.

The site is a popular picnic and recreation spot occasionally attracting
high numbers of people from as for afield as Cape Town on week-ends.

These visitors park on surrounding streets, particularly Jannaschstraat,
leading to many complaints from surrounding neighbours.

There is no historic monument proclamation over this section of Die
Meulsloot as .0 whole. However, there are two spot proclamations on the
historic wells and reservoirs and the take off point for Die Meulsloot from
the Eerste River, see Figure 2.2.

2.4 CONNECTIONS WITH THE lARGER OPEN SPACENE1WORK

Ideally, the opportunity for a continuous walk along Die Meulsloot starting
at the Denneoord College should be continued along to the take-off point
and then all the way up the Eerste River to Brummer Park. Unfortunately,
the configuration of erf 1495 coupled with the take off point's 2 metre
elevation above the river, break the continuity of the pedestrian experience
along this stretch.
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2.5 UNDEVELOPED LAND TO THE UNIVERSITY SPORTSFIELDS AND
BRUMMER PARK

There is a section of land beiween the University sportsfields and Brummer
Park which is currently undeveloped, see Figure 2.1. This land, which
faces north backs onto the toe of the mountain slopes and abuts the Eerste
River in front of it.

2.6 POLICY PlANS

Die Meulsloot and Eerste River are located within the Transition Zone
which has been identified in the Stellenbosch Spatial Development
Framework (June 1997) prepared by Dennis Moss Partnership. This zone
consists of natural areas that interface between urban development and
more pristine natural areas. It has been recommended that these areas be
utilised for stormwater management and be developed to enhance
recreational opportunities, see Figure 2.3.

In order to facilitate efficient land utilisation and accessibility to open
space, the following goals have been identified:

i. Ensure recreational and environmental benefits of open space
systems ouiweigh costs by ensuring that these area have maximum
visual impact, are suitable for recreation opportunities and
contribute to the environment and aesthetic character of
Stellenbosch.

ii. Preserve and enhance the amenity, site and place making that the
trees contributes to Stellenbosch.

The Stellenbosch Conservation Strategy Development Guidelines (Kruger
Roes, 1997) identified the. Eerste River and the millstream network,
surviving from the original system of mills and millstreams, as worthy of
conservation.

Where practical, previously existing millstreams should be re-
instated.

ii. Bridges over the millstreams should be simple stone or concrete
slabs. Avoid covering long lengths of the furrows for maintenance

I.

purposes.

Figure 2.4, although not covering the study area, demonstrates the spirit of
the proposed policy approach to the millstreams.

SOURCE: KRUGER RODS
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3. CURRENTCONDITIONS

3.1 MUNICIPAL SECTION

At the intersection of Van Oer Stel and Van Riebeeck Streets, Die Meulsloot
flows into a culvert (marked by a white wall) under the road, see figure
3.1 Q. An earth trail passes through a narrow strip (approximately 5m) of
open space flanked on the south by the Denneoord Hostel and
Koloniesland development and on the north by residential erven, see
figure 3.1 b. Timber, wire, wire mesh and razor wire fences encroach into
the open space, cutting off the millstream and, creating a narrow alley with
a "backyard" feeling, see Figures 3.1 c aQ9 d. This is alleviated slightly at
the intersection of Rowan and MancadarriStreets where the millstream is
visible and the space widens to 20m at" its widest point, see figure 3.1 e.
Indigenous trees such as Olea europea subsp, African and Podocorpus sp
occur along the way.

3.2 UNIVERSITY SECTION

At the end of the Koloniesland development, 0 gate and fence, see Figure
3.2a, controls access into a wider open area (approximately 76m wide)
dotted with trees such as gums, oaks, yellowwoods and wild olives. From
this area the Koloniesland development can be seen to the West (see
Figure 3.2b) and there are splendid views of the Stellenbosch and
Jonkershoek Mountains, see Figure 3.2c.

To the south, the area is flanked by the Eerste River, largely obscured from
view by dense undergrowth. The millstream forms the northern boundary,
but in many cases has been incorporated into private erven either illegally
or through a lease, see Figure 3.2d. Figure 3.2e illustrates the main entry
used by day trippers. The old reservoir and pits are discernoble, partially
protected with metal plates. The existing low-water crossing affords a view
down to the river, see Figure 3.2f.

The trail leads eastwards to the millstream take-off where further access
upstream is blocked by erf 1495, see Figure 3.2g.

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTER

The two sections of the study area have very different environmental
characters, see Figure 3.3. The first section is long and narrow with
mainly indigenous vegetation forming a green tunnel on accasions. In
some places there is excellent surveillance from the Koloniesland
properties where it appears that transparent fencing, railings or pallisades
were insisted upon in the development conditions. By contrast fencing on
the north side, which often encroaches across the river, consists of a wide
variety of materials including wooden slats, chain link, weld mesh and
razor wire.

Evidence in little clearings suggests that vagrants are either living or
spending a large portion of their time here.

In contrast the space between erven 1629 and 1495 widens to a
substantial open piece of ground framed horizontally by the Millstream to
the north and the Eerste River to the south and vertically by a wide variety
of mature trees in the foreground and the mountains in the background,
see Figure 3.4. There are very few public open spaces that naturally
possess such magnificent qualities.
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Figure 3.1c The reloining wall adjacent to erl 1727
with encroachment over the Millstream
enclosed by a timber fence.
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Figure 3.2a: looking eastwards from the gale
adjacent to the existing Koloniesland
development.

'....•. ---

Figure 3.2d: An example of encrccchment and
additions by ad[acent land owners.

UNIVERSITY SECTION

Eerste River.
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4. OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
OPPORTUNifl'ES·

m
--._-- -r- ...mCONSTRAINTS

.......,..........• , __ " ,.." ,.-.-_ ""'""' T , -".~" ............•. , ,.." " .

Municipal Section General

Negotiate widening of tarred seclion physically by reclaiming
encroachments or visually I with transparent fencing.

Significant historic elements
such as the millstream, the
reservoir, the pits and the
take-off well.

• University Section
Potential tourist / education
value.Existing attractive open space with views of the Eersle river

and Stellenbosch Mountain.
Opportunities for walkways,
picnic areas, cycle routes
within the study area as well
as along southern river
bank.

Negotiate with residents 10 move back fences, and/or to use
coherent tronsparent fencing such as steel palisades to
reveal Die Meulsloot.

Negotiate route to Brummer Pork. Link 10 Brummer Park
blocked by development.

Encroachment by adjacent residents over Die Meulsloot visually and
physically blocks off the stream.

Strengthen links between
existing parks, recreation
areas, historic elements and
existing walkways.

If necessary that US has to develop. Investigate possible
opportunity for residential development on the southern bank
of the Eerste River against the mountain. This will contain
and frame the public open space rather than fragmenting it. The portion of the Millstream from en 1725 to 1495 does nol have

Notional Monument status.
Investigate declaring the
entire millstream, reservoir
and pits (wells) as National
Monuments,

Insufficient surveillance of the area (security).increased usage and
transport fencing will
improve surveillance of the
area,

Dense undergrowth and narrow "alleys" in sections, creating on
"unsafe" feeling.

Relatively easy to control
access 10 Die Meulsloot as
so much of its northern
perimeter is enclosed with
houses.

Site for a tea garden / restaurant concession to further
enhance this area's appeal.

New Koloniesland development "blocks" off Die Maulsloat and River
from residents of Stellenbosch.

FUrth"f sirYlilard"v."ll?prnf;lr~1Y:'ill,:,,()r~fln.this~it\J9..til?f1,.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS AND PROPOSALS

5.1 IMPROVE SECURI1Y

5.1.1 Increase surveillance of the area by increasing activity and use of
the area. This may be achieved by the incorporation of an activity
node such as a museum / tea garden / restaurant and by the
inclusion of walkways and cycle tracks with appropriate links ta
existing networks. (See Figures 5.2 and 5.3)

5.1.2 Selectively remove dense undergrowth to increase visibility. (See
Figures 5.2 and 5.3)

5.1.3 Widen the narrow, corridor-like section adjacent to Denneoord
Hostel and Koloniesland. Negotiate with the owners of erf 1727,
7355, 1613, 1698,1726 and 1629 to set back existing
encroachments. The use of serni-tronspcrent palisade fencing will
increase surveillance.

5.1.4 Access control. The entire Millstream area should be secured at
night.

5.1.5 lighting may be incorporated to discourage vandalism and crime.

5.1.6 Encourage abutting residents to open up access gates onto the
Millstream.

5.2 CREATE LINKS (PEDESTRIAN, CYCLE)

5.2.1 Improve daytime access to, within and around the study area by
the incorporation of. paths, low-water crossings and/or pedestrian
bridges.

5.2.2 Paths should form links to existing pathways, open space, parks
and historical sites, notably Brummer Park, Mostert's Drift
Monument, Jan Marais Nature Reserve and the existing River Walk
to the west.

5.3 SIGNAGE AND INFORMATION

5.3.1 A signage and information system will provide information on
features and the area's historic background and guide visitors
along the route.

5.4 fENCING

5.4.1 Negotiate with adjacent property owners to create a coherent
fencing theme (such as steel palisade fencing).

5.5 FURTHERDEVELOPMENT

5.5.1 It is felt that the area has important historical, visual and
recreational significance within the context of Stellenbosch.
Further development (other than a small restaurant / museum)
should not be. permitted on the section of land between Die
Meulsloot and Eerste River. (See figures 5.2 and 5.3)

5.5.2 Although it may be considered as controversial and a leapfrog
across the urban edge a more appropriate area for residential
development would be on the southern bank of the Eerste River
(existing sportsfields) together with a walkway. Development at an
appropriate scale, confined to the vacant unused ground between
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the fields and Brummer Park, see photographs) would increase
surveillance of the study area to the north.

5.9.2 The University Section (bordered by erf 1629 to 1495 and the
Eerste River)

5.6 NATIONAL MONUMENT STATUS

5.6.1 The portion of the millstream from erf 1725 to 1495, the old
wells/ pits, the old reservoir and the millstream take-off should be
proclaimed as National Monuments.

5.7 PARKING

5.7.1 Provision for visitor parking may be considered at:

• Brummer Park
The existing POS area at the corner of Rowan and Jannasch
Mostert's Drift Historical Monument

•

5.8 ABLUTION FACltlTIES

5.8.1 At present there are no ablution facilities. Ablution facilities may
be incorporated as part of the museum / tearoom facility.

5.9 MANAGEMENT

5.9.1 Municipal Section

A representative of the Kolonieslancl residents has already
indicated their willingness to assist with community management of
the section of Die Meulsloot between Jonkershoek / Van der Stel
and erf 1629.

This would take the form of organising refuse removal and locking
access gates at 6:00pm or other appropriate time.

Negotiations with respect to an appropriate management system
will have to be undertaken with the U.S. This land cannot be
fenced off so easily. However, there may be Mostert's Drift
residents, together with future residents of any development that is
proposed across the river, who may be interested in assisting in a
similar scheme on this section,

REF: 99530\THE REPORT
August 1999
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6. CONCLUSION

This report has shown that there is considerable potential to consolidate
the open space opportunities of Die Meulsloot and surrounding open
space already enjoyed by Stellenbosch residents.

6.1 IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OPEN SPACE SYSTEM
OF STELLENBOSCH

The successful development and management of these highly scenic
spaces will be an important contribution to the environmental quality for
which Stellenbosch is well known but which is under continual threat.

6.2 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

In this regard it is cleo r that if the precedent set by the Koloniesland
development were to be continued it would result in the total destruction of
the unique physical setting created between Die Meulsloot and the Eerste
River even for the future residents of such a scheme, never mind the
general public of Stellenbosch.

If the University cannot be disuaded from attempting development in this
area, (there are suggestions that th~ need to develop is driven more by an
anxiety about the future management problems of property holdings rather
than a need for capital) then it should be. encouraged to insert a single line
of properties in the unused land back from the southern bank of the river
along the toe of the hill slopes. An added advantage of this land is that it
faces north.

6.3 MANAGEMENT IS A KEY ISSUE

The report has shown that effective management will be a key ingredient in
the success of these spaces.

Management beyond that which can be reasonably expected of the
municipality will be required. This could be facilitated by some kind of
community management system where a residents' association leases the
land from the respective land owner according to certain cond itions that
could pertain to:

• Opening and closing times
Removal of litter

• Landscape maintenance

and other requirements that may be necessary.

6.4 FENCEENCROACHMENT

Ideally Die Meulsloot should be reclaimed back into the public open
space. However, in many instances residents have gone to considerable
effort in landscaping their gardens around the water course and their
houses are, in some instances, so close to the watercourse that inserting a
boundary fence will be practically difficult and aesthetically inappropriate.
Negotiations will be required with each and every owner in order to
establish the most appropriate way forward. In some instances this may be
entail leaving fences in their current position but replacing the current
materials with good quality transparent options.

6.S NEXT STEPS

Once Council is satisfied with this report the next step will be to enter into
discussions with the stakeholder groups.
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